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IA / GOAL // THEORY /// METHODOLOGY /// VISION//// STRATEGY

The strategy focuses on the following aspects:
- Urban Landscape development
- Acupuncture interventions
- Toolbox creation

STRATEGY

URBAN LANDSCAPE
The urban landscape must support an inclusive, tolerant, and open public culture 
amongst people, and sustain the connection between city areas and local cultures 
and environments. In this project the urban landscape is working with both built 
and natural environment , varying from small modi�cations in natural green space 
to choosing appropriate typologies for the areas, which need to be densi�ed.

ACUPUNCTURE ZONING
Linking di�erent parts of Mälaren’s waterfront should be one of the key roles of the 
new strip by which the activities happening in each zone relate to the others.

THE TOOLBOX
Implemented in time toolbox solutions will strengthen the projects in di�erent 
ways. Drawn from a toolbox of light design solutions which can be implemented by 
either the public or the private sector; it is for the city and its citizens to choose 
where they want to focus. 
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The intention of this project is to strengthen the physical spatial connection between Västerås city 
Centrum and the Waterfront by proposing an urban strategy of small-scale interventions which 
link spaces and institutions. The project will focus on a certain area at the Waterfront named Öster 
Mälarstrand. Along connective link, based on the strategy of urban acupuncture the project sug-
gests certain spots with di�erent spatial and social values in order to attract people not only those 
who reside in the area but also from all the city districts. 

The vision is to transform the waterfront into a public strip with spots with di�erent characteristics 
(acupuncture zones). The lake Mälaren is a key connector, its history, its identity, and its future. As 
such it must be given a new central role as public and identity-generating space appealing not 
only for residents within the future waterfront neighbourhoods but also for residents from all parts 
of the city. 

The lake’s beauty itself constitutes beauty constitute a unique potential for the city of Västerås, a 
potential that is just there longing to be explored.

My proposal permits an inviting, green and blue urban landscape that makes the waterfront acces-
sible and provides the city’s front, the water, with a new signi�cance and a new role for the inhab-
itants, the urban development, and the overall identity of the area.

After some desk studies I have applied a new way of cognitive mapping for my site investigation. This method takes into consideration di�erent angles of various user perspectives, which resulted 
in a coherent problem formulation and later design proposal. 

The project is inspired by the worldwide problems of decline of post-industrial Ports, and their 
process of transformation into residential or public active districts. There are certain theories which 
have had an e�ect on the design process in this project:

1- Landscape urbanism: Landscape Urbanism is a theory of planning and design for urbanism 
arguing that landscape, rather than architecture, is more capable of organizing the city and 
enhancing the urban experience. 1) With the focus on James Corner’s themes: Horizontality - The 
use of horizontal alignment in landscaping, rather than relying on vertical structuring. 2) Infrastruc-
tures - placing less of an emphasis on urban infrastructures that have been traditionally used, such 
as roads and airports, and instead relying on a more organic use of infrastructure. 3) Forms of Pro-
cess - the idea that structures should come from more than just their physical shape and form. 4) 
Techniques - those who practice the idea of landscape urbanism should be able to adapt their 
techniques to the environment that they are in. 5) Ecology - the idea that our lives intertvene with 
the environment around us, and we should therefore respect this when creating an urban environ-
ment. 

2- Urban Acupuncture:  is an urban environmentalism theory of the �nnish architect, Professor 
Marco Casagrande, which combines urban design with the traditional Chinese medical theory of 
acupuncture. Casagrande views cities as complex energy organisms in which di�erent overlapping 
layers of energy �ows are determining the actions of the citizens as well as the development of the 
city. By mixing environmentalism and urban design, Casagrande is developing methods of punc-
tual manipulation of urban energy �ows in order to create an ecologically sustainable urban devel-
opment towards the so-called 3rd Generation City.

3- Case studies of post-industrial waterfront transformations:  Hamburg, Stockholm, Sydney, 
Seoul, New York and Toronto are among the cosmopolitan cities undertaking signi�cant water-
front projects. Waterside parks are being planned, arts and cultural centres built; new residential 
and commercial districts are springing up. Most of these initiatives are located on contaminated 
sites, and many redevelopments require a focus on sustainability and green building components. 
The more progressive renewal plans, such as Stockholms Hammarby Sjöstad and (currently Royal 
sea port), Hamburg’s HafenCity, stipulate sustainability goals, often combining market-based 
strategies with social-a�ordable housing, alternative energy generation, multimodal transit, com-
munity centres, parklands, mixeduse neighbourhoods and plenty of green space.

Öster Mälarstrands has long been Västerås city key regeneration area and a prerequisite for the 
realization of Västerås Mälarstaden. The city authority tries to create a new city district, with hous-
ing, o�ces, shops and local services.

My project will be a continuation of this development. My design will focus on sustainable solu-
tions for housing, and a strip of public spaces. 

The project concludes with a vision plan in form of a design proposal for the focus area, at Öster 
Mälarstrand Waterfront, in connection with the city Centrum. The design proposal is based on the 
analysis of some relevant case studies for waterfront revitalization and urban and post-industrial 
transformation, and theories of landscape urbanism, cognitive mapping, and urban acupuncture.

How can we approach such transformations through a sustainable framework?
What could be the design tools for such transformations?
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IB / INTRODUCING THE CITY OF VÄSTERÅS AND STUDY AREA ÖSTER MÄLARSTRAND

Västerås is a city in central Sweden, located on the shore of the lake Mälaren in the province Väst-
manland, which is 100 km west of Stockholm. The city had a population of 110,877 inhabitants in 
2010 out of the municipals total of 137,207 (2010).

Västerås is predominantly known as an industrial city, but also a retailing and logistics city. The city 
wants to distinguish itself as Västerås - Mälarstaden, meaning "Västerås -- the city by Lake Mälaren", 
in order to attract tourists and new inhabitants, as well as students to the local university, Mälard-
alen University (approximately 16,000 enrolled students in Västerås and in the nearby Eskilstuna). 

To this e�ect, the city has started using a designed logo as branding in some o�cial contexts, 
partially replacing the coat of arms, as well as rebuilding several old harbour areas to make them 
more attractive to live in. Västerås has the largest lakeside commercial and recreational port in 
Scandinavia on the lake Mälaren. The city also has a skyscraper cordially nicknamed "Skrapan" 
(English: The Scraper), which has Sweden's highest-located cocktail bar, called Sky Bar, on the 24th 
�oor of the building. Västerås is also famous for hosting Power Big Meet, an annual event where 
owners of high-powered American cars can meet.

Zone 1 : Östra Hamnen Zone 2 : Lillåudden Zone 3 : kokpunkten

Zone 4 : Öster Mälarstrands Zone 5 : Kapellparken Zone 6 : FramnäsSource : Västerås masterplanSource : Västerås masterplanSource : Västerås masterplan



COGNITIVE MAPPING COGNITIVE MAPPING ELEMENTS 
These maps represents an overview of the present harbour before the ground works preparations had 
been started for the upcoming Waterfront project. The maps are inspired by Lynch’s work “The Image of 
the City” (1960) regarding the mental map method displaying perceptions and spatial information of a 
city. Lynch’s mapping does not include the factor time. Being aware of this issue I consider the spatial 
changes of the site regarding summer and winter.  

- Edges and districts 
- Paths and streets
- Nodes
- Landmark

-   HARBOR - SEA EDGE 

  

    -   LANDMARK

  -   SUMMER NODE

-   HARBOR DISTRICT EDGE
 -   GREEN EDGE

  -   WINTER NODE

   -   TRAIN RAIL AS A EDGE

IIA / MAPPING // NARRATIVE STUDY TRIPS 

Boat stand �eld
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In the mapping process I tried to �nd some speci�c focus points and areas, as well a leading street that links 
spaces and institutions on a certain site proposed for intervention. For my thesis project, Björnovägen becomes a 
street with the connecting function between the city context and the harbour. On the other hand the walking 
distance from the city center to Öster Mälarstrand, is the other important connection, which will be the main 
focus.
Talking about the connection and streets one more important theory I took into consideration comes from  Ven-
turi, Scott-Brown and Izenour’s thought about narrative street strips where symbols and signs in the environ-
ment become a sort of communication system to the one who passes them. In my study trip I followed this nar-
rative and took di�erent pictures regarding Venturi, Scott-Brown and Izenour’s theory, and I combined them with 
my own stories. I tried to see and map the area through di�erent people’s eyes, perspectives and understandings 
of the space. The di�erent “walks” as method used in narrative mapping is also inspired by the book “Urban Flot-
sam – stirring the city” (2001) by Raoul Bunschoten.

INTERVENTION SITE  AND ITS FOCUS AREA

The main parameters of the chosen site are:
• Öster Mälarstrand is on the edge of the meeting line between the city center (Centrum) and the Waterfront 
contexts
• Proximity to the Centrum  
• Proximity to the main rail way station and other upcoming mobility systems (Smart Koll)
• Proximity to green environments provided by Björnö Island
• Proximity to water of the river (Svartån) and Mälaren Lake
• Diversity in scale and functionality between Centrum and waterfront 
• Immensity of the harbour in contrast with the density of the urban city
Here I mention the most important focal points of study as illustrated in the map:

A: Björnövägen
B: Öster Mälarstrand
C: Kokpunkten
D: Lillåudden
E: Östra Hamnen
F: Centrum

The street has a great importance for the project: waterfront walking will be a main focus, and then Björnövägen 
as a main entrance for the site with motor vehicles.
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KOKPUNKTEN1

WATERFRONT3

NOTTUDDEN2

MÄLARPARKEN4

ÖSTER MÄLARSTRAND MAIN CHARACTER

1- What a nice day...lets take a walk to Öster Mälarstrand...
2- Should I Pass the street or go under the the bridge? But under the bridge is so boring! But its more safe...
3-  What a nice area.But what can I do exept to go to that restaurant and eat?! I wonder....
4- Ok. lets pass the bridge. Maybe some activities are on the other side ...
5- Nice view to the lake. Nice pedestrian and bike path.... am kind of thirsty ...where is the store?
6- Look I can see one co�ee store on the other side. But wait a minute. should I go all the way up to reach 
there?No!
7- What is this? Steam Power building?But it seems that it is abandoned...
8- Oh �nally I am here lets buy a cup co�ee.What?! Is this open only in summer?! No!
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WOMAN WALKING ALONG THE SHORE



IIB / MAPPING // NARRATIVE STUDY TRIPS 
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CYCLYST VISITING HER FRIEND BUSINESSMAN GOING T O WORK TWO KIDS GOING TO SCHOOL

1- Let me see... where should I go? Björnovägen.
2-But where is the sign for Öster Mälarstrand? 
3- Oj! There it is. What a bad turn I was about to miss it!
4- What? Is this not the way? Pedestrian and bike? I have to turn back!!!
5-Ok! No I don’t know where to go let’s try the next turn to right. But that looks so strange with these entire con-
struction things. Should I turn back again? But wait a minute it seems that there is a way out since can see one 
more car in front of me. Let’s follow him.
6- Thank God I am �nally at work!

1- What a nice day...let’s take my bike to go to my friend place who is living in Öster Mälar-
strand. She has her exhibition at her place. 
2- What a nice area...I would better sit a little bit. This place is so nice in summer. They can 
have some art exhibition here.
3- Oj. What a tight bridge. That woman looked angry when I passed the bridge.
4- Is that the old steam power plant that it is going to turn into waterpark? I guess they 
should increase the width of the bridge since people want to get here by bike and this 
bridge is too narrow. 
5- What?! Nice area for bikes and pedestrian only. But what if we want to come with mom 
and dad
with car?
6- Ok. Now I am here. It took me only 10 minutes only and I guess it was quite a pleasant 
bike path.

1- No school bus today!! Vii! Let’s take our skate boards and go to school!
2- Yoo-hoo!! What a nice place to do skating!! But look at those people they look a little disturbed!!
3- Look at that Yoo-hoo!
4- Oj! This place looks creepy...where to go from?!
5-Look at that giant building... let’s run!! 
6- Thanks god we are at school �nally!! We should never take this way again!
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IIIA / OVERALL CONCEPT // ACUPUNCTURE ZONES

Train Rail
City Center

Öster Mälarstrand

My proposal focuses on: Making Öster Mälarstrand  more attractive by creating new 
functions which contribute to the city culture and public life. Linking between 
di�erent parts of the lake and also between two sides of the train station with 
di�erent means of connections (pedestrian bridge, bicycle bridge, etc.). Creating a 
unique area with a strong identity, which contributes to the goal of having a diverse 
city in terms of image and function. Using the potential of having the frozen lake 
during the winter to create di�erent public spaces with di�erent activities during  
winter-time and summertime. Reinforcing a pleasant pedestrian access from one 
side to the other side of the lake with diverse public spaces. A future project of the 
city envisions the elimination of the existing barrier (train rail) for more integration 
with the other parts of the city and also for easy access to the waterfront.

The main aim is to create an attractive walking strip along lake Mälaren. The new strip 
will combine di�erent activities with dynamic public spaces, which can welcome 
people at di�erent times of the year. 

ELEMENTS STRATEGY
The strategy is thus outlined as an overall approach and has a �exible character in 
order to be applicable in the new context of the post – industrial transformation.

1. Use of the site background qualities
The post–industrial port character, natural resources, the waterfront harbour land-
scape and the historical heritage of the near urban structure (Kokpunkten) are the 
existing qualities and the project’s background. They will be reinforced in order to 
build up a new identity and create a new narration of the space.

2. Acupuncture zones – focus points
The acupuncture interventions involve choosing some strategic spots of speci�c 
qualities with great importance, or very problematic small areas where the interven-
tion will bring a great improvement .

3. Physical Connections
Linking urban spaces and institutions in the new district by a physical system for 
walking and biking in the frame of short distances is an attractive invitation for com-
muters and residents to explore the new spaces.

Waterfront

PROMENADE

Öster Mälarstrands

City Center

Train rails 
“Barrier”

As a conclusion of the empirical analysis and mapping the lack of coherence 
and quality connections of the waterfront harbor site with the rest of the 
city context is revealed. Therefore, the idea to strengthen and bring quality 
to the already existing links of the upcoming urban waterfront development 
with the city urban structure it is seen as the main concept of the new cen-
tral Waterfront project.

ÖSTER MÄLARSTRAND NEEDS CONNECTION ACUPUNCTURE AND FUNCTIONAL LANDSCAPES
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 ACUPUNCTURE  DIAGRAM ( SUMMER)
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A diverse urban landscape is sustainable. An urban landscape is more than a green park. It holds a variety of 
spaces and programs that all together should become a welcoming living room for everyone. An urban land-
scape can be a functional landscape that gives back to the city. Urban farming where crops can be sold can 
become meeting places. An urban landscape can be a recreational landscape. Old structures can be reused in 
new ways, for swimming pools, skateboard ramps, silent walks and the possibility to come down to the water 
and touch it.
The urban landscape of the lake will be connected to the existing city structure with the greatest care in order 
to bring back the image of the lake as a collective space for the people in the city of Västerås. For this reason I 
have picked 5 di�erent landscapes along Mälaren Lake for acupuncture interventions. Each of these zones has a 
special character therefore each will deal with speci�c activity.
 
Zone 1 : Östra Hamnen
Zone 2 : Lillåudden 
Zone 3 : Kok punkten
Zone 4: Öster Mälarstrand
Zone 5: Kapellparken

 ACUPUNCTURE  DIAGRAM ( WINTER)

EATING

SUNBATHING

SWIMMING FISHING

SAILING

PLAYING

PAINTING GATHERING

RUNNING PERFORMING

TEMPRORY MARKET PICNIC

ICE SKATINGICE HOCHEYICE FISHING COFFEE PLACE

WINTER SHELTERSURBAN FARMING SOLAR ENERGY CROSS  SKIING

LEGEND

Each circle represent 500 people and each 
ring adding to it represent 500 more 
people using the area .

Yellow circles represent summer acupunc-
ture zones

Yellow circles represent 
winter acupuncture zones

Note: The gray icons are representing the 
existing activities in each zone and the 
black ones are for new proposed activities.
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Shopping and Retail Restaurant

In the northeast there is a bigger forest (3), Mälar-
parken. In the northern part of the park, Viksängs 
church is located.

3

In the northwestern part (1) there is a large padded area 
that is �at and mainly consisting of gravel surfaces with 
mainly boat set up �eld .

1

The southwestern part of the �eld (2) situated at Lake 
Mälaren Notudden, is partly planted but consists mostly 
of woods .

2

Close to the lake to the south (4) the shore is �lled with 
gravel  surfaces.. The lake is a marina. 

4

The southeastern part  (5) is a business area with ship-
yard operations and a smaller boat gas station.

5

Far to the east, east of  Mälaren Park  there is an area (6) 
that are utilized for pedestrian and cyclist and possible 
picnic during the summer. 

6

Waterfront area along the power port (7) is used as a 
marina

7

In the northern part  there is an area used for di�erent 
businesses such as post main o�ce. and the NCC company.

8

DIFFERENT LANDSCAPES

(7)

(2)

(5)(4)

(6)

(3)

(1)

(8)

Primary Streets Secondary Streets Neighbourhood Streets

Pedestrian and Bicycle Only etwork Site

IIIB/ TRANSIT NETWORK // PROGRAMS /// LANDSCAPE //// ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SITUATION
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WATERFRONT TYPESIVA/ OVERALL CONCEPT // ACUPUNCTURE ZONES
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Multi Family Residential  + Allotment Garden  + Nottudden( modi-
�ed)  + Water + Wooden Walkway

New water park + Outdoor Swimming area

 Open Space Sport �elds + Waterfront park + Small services + Deck

=
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 Residential + Cafe+ Open Space for Performing
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+

?
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Residential + Open Green area+ Playground + Beach

+
P

Zone 1 : Östra Hamnen

Zone 2:  Lillåudden

Zone 3:  Kokpunkten

Zone 4: Nottudden

Zone 5: Öster Mälarstrand

?
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+ +

+ +

What we have 

Restaurant + Open Space (Deck) Temporary Market + kiosk + 
Performing

Green Area  +Biking and Running Children + Playground

Steam Power plant  + Waterfront  Swimming  + Deck

Boast Stand Field + 
Nottudden + Wa-
terfront 

Densifying + Allotment gar-
dens + Modifying +  Floating 
walking bridge

Empty Land + Waterfront Food Court + Outdoor Sport Fields   

What we add



IVB/ DETAIL PLAN // ZONE 1
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Scale 1:1000

Scale 1: 500

CROSS SECTION OF ZONE 1

SUMMER ILLUSTRATION OF ZONE 1 WINTER ILLUSTRATION OF ZONE 1

DETAIL PLAN ZONE 1

Scale 1:1000

Scale 1: 1000



NEW BEACH + WATER PARK + FLOATING SAUNA

MIXED HOUSING + ALLOTMENT GARDENS

TERRACE HOUSING

MODIFIED NOTTUDDEN PARK + FLOATING WATER 
BRIDGE

ROW HOUSING + POSSIBLE FUTURE CENTER FOR ÖSTER 
MÄLARSTRAND

KAPELLPARKEN + OUTDOOR SPORT FIELDS + RESTAURANT 
CLUSTER
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VA/ LAYERS OF INTERVENTION // INTERVENTION PLAN

STREET SCAPE

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN  ONLY

GREEN SPACE

BUILDINGS
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Scale 1:4000



VB/ DETAIL PLAN // ZONE 2

Scale 1:1000

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500

CROSS SECTION OF ZONE 2 (SUMMER)

CROSS SECTION OF ZONE 2 (WINTER)

CROSS SECTION OF ZONE 2 (WINTER)

NIGHT ILLUSTRATION OF ZONE 4

DETAIL PLAN ZONE 4
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VIA/  DEVELOPMENT AND CONCEPT OF NEW HOUSING TYPOLOGIES  

Existing street network within the area

Main streets

Secondary streets

Natural borders

New street network
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The street network was designed by using the existing 
street structure within the area and the neighbouring 
areas. The natural borders of green and blue structures 
have been taken into consideration.

STREET NETWORK

The street network was designed using the existing street 
structure within the area and the neighbourhood area. On 
the other hand the natural borders of  green and blue 
structure as been taken into consideration.

NEW TYPOLOGIES

The building design concept is based on urban ecological 
considerations. The building height decreases towards the 
lake. With this method each building will get the maxi-
mum amount of day light and sun. 

URBAN ECOLOGY

36m

RADHUS SINGLE FAMILY MULTI FAMILY 1 MULTI FAMILY 3 MULTI FAMILY 5

I II III IV V

Area :  118 & 72 M2
Density :  2

Area :  60-75 M2

Public Terrace 
Public Terrace 

Solar Panels

Density :  5.5

Public Green Roof Public Green Roof

Public Green Roof

Public Green Roof

Area :  25-130 M2
Density ~ 4

Public Green Roof

Solar Panels
Solar Panels

Area :  42-95 
Density ~ 4.5

ROW HOUSES

MIXED HOUSING

TERRACE HOUSING

MULTI-LEVEL HOUSING

BUILDING TO STREET PROPORTION GUIDELINES

The aim of  this typology is to provide a type of 
housing with maximum private space. To make 
this housing type more a�ordable the living area 
varies smaller to larger houses. Being able to 
densify the area  more giving less outdoor 
private space to each houses this typology pro-
vides a patio for each house with the possibility 
for a small private garden.

The purpose behind  this typology is to 
provide a�ordable single-family houses 
within an apartment building. This typol-
ogy creates the possibility to have a small 
house with a small court yard in the 
ground �oor for those people who cannot 
a�ord to have a house with their own 
court yard. The upper �oors include small 
to medium sized apartments. On the roof 
top there is a common terrace.

This Typology provides a wide range of 
apartments in terms of size and shape. 
Each apartment has a private terrace 
regardless of the size. On the roof top 
there is a green common walkway 
which allows residents to spend their 
leisure time there.

This typology is a continuation of the 
current development plan for the new 
housing area with more focus on social 
diversity and sustainability with solar 
panels on the roof top and a common 
terrace. The ground �oor can act as boka-
ler which is used for both living and having 
small businesses there or small workshops.

Building to street proportion refers to the relationship between the heights of the build-
ing on each side of the street to the width between those buildings. This means thinking 
of the street and the side walk as a potential "outdoor room”. For example with a height 
of 12 m the small lot development creates a height - width ratio of approximately 1:2. 
While this ratio is su�cient for creating the semblance of o outdoor room the street can 
bene�t from landscape interventions within the public and private.  

12 m

18 m

Street type 2

8 m

15 m

6 m

22.5

Street type 1

1 2 3 41
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COMPARISON : VÄSTERÅS , HELSINBORG , 
VÄSTERA HAMNEN 

The concept was to orientate towards the sun, integrate the 
green and blue elements into the plan, from more urban towards 
the city to more suburban towards the lake.

I have comparedtwo di�erent waterfront transformation with my study area in terms ohousing typol-
ogy. While both they look so similar to my sudy area, västra hamnen has more organic typologies.



VIB/ DETAIL PLAN // ZONE 4

Urban Acupuncture: Västerås Waterfront, Master Thesis, Spring 2012 Royal Institute of technology, School of Architecture and the Built EnvironmentSahel Rezaee

Scale 1:1000

Scale 1:500

CROSS SECTION OF ZONE 4

INTERVENTION LAYERS

NIGHT ILLUSTRATION OF ZONE 4

DETAIL PLAN ZONE 4



VIIA/ CASE STUDIES  : URBAN TRANSFORMED WATERFRONT

RIVER PARK : HUDSON ,NY

 NORDHAVNEN , DENMARK

SKIEN BRYGGE , NORWAY

THE HIGH LINE 

Activities : Elsplanade
Di�erent kinds of activities has been tapped into the desing 

Activities : Piers
Di�erent  water and non water related activities such as �shing has been proposed for the waterfront

The Hudson River Park stretches from Battery Park City to 59th Street along the western Manhattan shoreline. The park project is an urban transformation of a deterio-
rating former industrial harbour which provided the opportunity for the creation of a public open space with varied recreational opportunities.

The project comprises the transformation of a former harbour area into a new urban community. The proposal for a new development on Skien Brygge, introduce a 
compact and dense urban plan. A series of new public spaces ties the city together with, parks, natural landscapes, narrow streets, niche parks, pathways and water-
fronts.

Nordhavnen will be a district of small islets close to the waterfront and a diverse, mixed city with room for everyone. As an urban development project, Nordhavnen 
spearheads e�orts to improve climate conditions and show how cities can help reverse climate change without losing out on quality of life, welfare and democracy.

 THE HIGH LINE BY JAMES CORNER

Section 1 of the High Line, a 1.5 mile long park on an abandoned elevated railway, opened earlier this week in New York. The winning proposal for a competition in 2004, the 
design is a redevelopment of an abandoned, elevated freight-railway that spans 22 blocks through the west side of Manhattan. Inspired by the melancholic, found beauty of the 
High Line, where nature has reclaimed a once-vital piece of urban infrastructure, the design team aims to re�t this industrial conveyance into a post-industrial instrument of leisure. 
By changing the rules of engagement between plant life and pedestrians, the strategy of agri-tecture combines organic and building materials into a blend of changing propor-
tions that accommodates the wild, the cultivated, the intimate, and the hyper-social space. 

Urban Acupuncture: Västerås Waterfront, Master Thesis, Spring 2012 Royal Institute of technology, School of Architecture and the Built EnvironmentSahel Rezaee



VIIB/ DETAIL PLAN // ZONE 3

Urban Acupuncture: Västerås Waterfront, Master Thesis, Spring 2012 Royal Institute of technology, School of Architecture and the Built EnvironmentSahel Rezaee
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